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A b s t r a c t  —  B y  a n a l y s i n g  t h e  s y s t e m 

requirements of Power Adaptive Computing 

System, a Multi-core system is designed. The 

system has one master core for management 

and four slave cores for computing. A sharing 

bus structure and a special communication 

mechanism are designed. Based on the sharing 

bus and the communication mechanism, master 

CPU could schedule the tasks and control each 

slave CPU core. The architecture is simulated 

by modelsim and is verified based on FPGA. The 

result shows that the system the whole process 

of can successfully complete from tasks assigned 

to the result returned in this system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the increasingly tight global energy 
supplies, governments and research institutions 
around the world are looking for new energy. [1][2] 
Using a variety of green energy or emerging energy 
as the source of energy of the electronic system has 
become the trend of the development of electronic 
systems.[3][4][5] Unlike traditional power supply such 
as batteries or DC power supply, emerging energy 
is not able considered as a stable and sustainable 
power for the electronic systems. How to protect 
modern electronic systems to automatically adapt 

to different power supply a variety of changes and 
to ensure the stability of the system and meet the 
requirements that the task should be processed in 
time should be focused.[4][5][6]

Task scheduling and power consumption 
conditioning of multi-core systems is the focus of 
current research, but most of the researchers are 
seeking for higher energy efficiency and better 
performance[7][8]. Only a few researchers began to 
study how to design the electronic system while 
the maximum output power of the source is time-
varying. [9][10] In the other hand, a research work 
should be verified on a physical platform. So, how 
to implement a multi-core system which can used 
to verify different algorithms for power adaptive is 
one of the most important things. 

In this paper, based on the analysis of the needs 
of power adaptive computing, a multi-core systems 
architecture is designed. One master RISC CPU 
core and four slave RISC CPU core are included in 
this architecture. The architecture of the sharing 
bus and the communication mechanism are the 
key points in this paper. Based on the shared bus 
and the communication mechanism, master CPU 
could schedule the tasks and control each slave 
CPU core. In the other hand every slave CPU core 
could load tasks, read data and return the result 
of the tasks by itself. The modelsim is used to 
simulate this system for the procedure from task 
loading to result returning. This system is also 
implemented on FPGA, and is s simply verified.
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II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
ANALYSIS

According to the type of CPU core, a kind 
of multi-core systems is called homogeneous 
multi -core system[11] and the other is called 
heterogeneous multi-core system.[12] By the division 
of tasks, the cores of heterogeneous multi-core 
system are designed and optimized for different 
purpose in order to improve the performance of 
the system. For the purpose of implementation 
of power adaptive computing, one CPU core 
in this system should be used to executive 
management and scheduling program. However, 
it is very difficult to design and optimize a special 
management unit (MU), and is not necessary to 
that because management and scheduling program 
can be executed by a common CPU core. So, a 
common RSIC CPU could be used as a MU to 
execute.

This system is designed for doing research 
of power adaptive computing. So, the power 
consumption of the hardware can be regulated if 
it is necessary to do. The slave CPU cores which 
are executing different tasks could be slow down 
or speed up of the processing speed in order to 
regulate the power consumption. So, this system 
must be designed into a global synchronization 
local asynchronous (GALS) system. In this 
system, different slave CPU core could be used for 
different clock frequency. All the slave CPU cores 
need to increase necessary peripheral module to 
become independent subsystems, then the system 
could be more reliable.

In order to manage the system and schedule 
the tasks, although the MU which is running 
management program is the same as other 
RISC CPU cores which are running computing 
programs, a special communication mechanism 
and bus structure should be designed. The MU 
should have the highest priority of communication 

procedure for controlling the system. So, one 
Master RISC CPU core which is used to be MU 
and four Slave RISC CPU cores which are used to 
processing tasks are designed in this system. 

Bus sharing and network on chip (NoC) are two 
different structure of the on-chip communication 
system. Bus sharing is a simple way to implement 
the on-chip communication system among the 
CPU cores, but the communication efficiency and 
flexibility is too low because it is too simple. NoC 
has become the focus of researchers in recent 
years because of higher scalability, reliability and 
reusable, but it is very difficult to implement and is 
no generally accepted conclusion. For this system, 
the various subsystems are relatively independent. 
If the tasks could stay in the subsystem long 
enough and need not be loaded frequently, the 
improving bus sharing structure is good enough. 

In sum, the system should be designed according 
to the following rules:

[1]. Master-slave communication standard should 
be used and a master CPU core should be used 
to be MU to control this system；

[2]. The slave CPU cores need to increase necessary 
peripheral module to become independent 
subsystems and could processing the task 
independently；

[3]. The improving bus sharing structure will be 
used.

III. THE DESIGN OF MULTI-CORE 
SYSTEM

System block diagram in Figure 1. Bus sharing 
structure is used in this System. MU means 
Management Unit, and is the controller of this 
system. It is also the scheduler of the tasks. The 
CPU cores could process the tasks with different 
power consumption under the scheduling of MU. 
The CPU cores have necessary peripheral module 
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to build up subsystem. Wrapper module is the 
interface of the bus and is used to load tasks and 
transmit data. 

A. Management Unit

MU could schedule the tasks and manage the 
system under the conditions that the output power 
is changeable of the sources. By receiving the 
information about the prediction of the energy 
source, MU could schedule the tasks and regular 
the frequent of the clocks of the subsystems for 
matching the power consumption of the system 

and output power of the energy sources. MU could 
control the slave to load tasks and receive the 
result by using internal bus. It also can transmit 
other information to control the subsystems. The 
MU could communicate with other systems by 
using Ethernet interface.

The bus is followed AMBA 2.0 protocol. MU 
is the Master of the bus and other module could 
be seen as peripherals of MU. Other CPU cores 
should apply to arbiter if they want to access to 
the bus. DDR2 SDRAM is the external memory of 
this system, and the tasks and data is stored in the 

Figure 1. System Block Diagram of This System
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memory. The CPU0 to CPU3 could communicate 
with the DDR2 SDRAM directly by using DMA 
module. Energy Collection module is the monitor 
of Power Sources. This module could monitor 
the change of Power Sources and prediction the 
trends of power. MU could schedule the tasks and 
control the whole system followed the information 
which is got by Energy Collection module. DEBUG 
LINK is the module which is used to debugging 
the programmes. This module could be connected 
with RS232 or JTAG interface, and the user could 
use this module to monitor each CPU core and the 
memories. The information could be send out by 
RS232 or JTAG.

B. Subsystem

A subsystem is build up by a slave CPU core and 
some necessary peripherals. The block diagram is 
shown as Figure 2.

Figure 2. Block Diagram of Subsystem

The subsystem is build up by RISC CPU core, 
Cache, MMU, ROM, RAM, Wrapper and DEBUG 
LINK. The subsystem could run programme 
without any support because it has Cache, MMU, 
ROM and RAM independently. In other words, 
the Subsystems have all the characteristics of the 
smallest computing systems. So, if a task was 

loaded into the subsystem, it can be executed and 
need not be loaded frequently. It is very helpful to 
reduce the needs of bus. 

Wrapper is the interface between internal 
bus of the subsystem and the sharing bus of the 
whole system. The structure of wrapper will be 
introduced in part C. 

C. Communication Mechanism 

B ecau s e  o f  t he  complex i t y  o f  O n -C h ip 
communication, a communication mechanism is 
defined. The each subsystem is separated from the 
sharing bus by a wrapper, and the wrapper also 
can be data buffer of the subsystem. The structure 
of wrapper is shown as Figure 3 

Figure 3. the Structure of Wrapper

The buffer is divided into three types, and the 
detail of the buffer is shown as Table I. 
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TABLE I. REGISTER FILE OF BUFFER

Register Name (Master) W/R (Slave) W/R Size

MState_Reg W/R R 4Byte

SState_Reg R W/R 4Byte

MAddrI_Reg, 
MSizeI_Reg

W/R R 4Byte

SAddrI_Reg, 
MSizeI_Reg

R W/R
4Byte 
4Byte

MAddrD_Reg, 
MSizeD_Reg

W/R R
4Byte 
4Byte

SAddrD_Reg 
MSizeD_Reg

R W/R
4Byte 
4Byte

Instru_Reg W/R W/R

Data_Reg W/R W/R

The procedure from loading tasks and returning 
the result is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. the whole Procedure of Task 
Scheduling

The register named MState_Reg can only be 
written by MU, and the other register SState_Reg 

can only be configured by slave CPU cores. It is 
very helpful for reducing conflicts of reading and 
writing of Wrapper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The system is simulated by modelsim 6.0 and 
the simulation results are shown in Figure 5.a and 
Figure 5.b:

Figure 5.a the simulation results about MU 
schedule 

Figure 5.b the simulation results about 
subsystem loading and executing tasks 

The initial software was compiled by Keil and 
the bin file was used to initial the ROM module 
by using tools of the software named Quartus 
II which is designed by Altera Company. The 
simulation results only show how to load task 
and return the result in CPU0, because all the 
subsystem are all the same. 

At the time T1, MU sent information to the 
wrapper of subsystem. CPU0 core read register 
named MState_Reg at time T2 then got the 
information from buffer. At the time T4, CPU0 
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finish the task and return the results, and then the 
register named SState_Reg was renewed. After 
that, interrupt signal of MU was triggered by 
CPU0. MU read the statement about SState_Reg 
and got the results from the buffer.

T h e  s y s t e m  i s  i m p l e m e n t e d  b a s e d  o n 
EP3SE260F1152C2 of DE-3 development board 
as Figure 6 and the Synthesis Report is shown as 
Figure 7. 

Figure 6. Verification Environment

Figure 7. Synthesis Report

CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays ,  emerging energy is  replacing 
traditional energy. So, to research how to design 
electronic system when the output power of the 
energy sources is changeable is a very important 

significance. Power adaptive computing systems 
could regulate  the power consumption by 
themselves and could be an important way to 
solve this trouble. Multi-core system architecture 
of for power adaptive computing is introduced 
in this paper. The architecture is simulated by 
modelsim and is verified based on FPGA. The 
result shows that the system the whole process 
of can successfully complete from tasks assigned 
to the result returned in this system. It could be 
research platform of power adaptive computing. 
In the future, the reliability of communications 
and the corresponding memory consistency 
problem in the complex case need to research and 
implementation. In addition, to verify the basis of 
a variety of scheduling and management algorithm 
is to improve the system architecture.
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